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Abstract
Combinatorial designs are powerful structures for key management in wireless sensor networks to address good connectivity
and also security against external attacks in large scale networks. Many researchers have used key pre-distribution schemes
using combinatorial structures in which key-rings, are pre-distributed to each sensor node before deployment in a real
environment. Regarding the restricted resources, key distribution is a great engagement and challenging issue in providing
sufficient security in wireless sensor networks. To provide secure communication, a unique key should be found from their
stored key-rings. Most of the key pre-distribution protocols based on public-key mechanisms could not support highly
scalable networks due to their key storage overhead and communication cost that linearly increasing. In this paper, we
introduce a new key distribution approach for hierarchical clustered wireless sensor networks. Each cluster has a construction
that contains new points or that reinforces and builds upon similar ideas of their head clusters. Based on Residual Design as a
powerful algebraic combinatorial architecture and hierarchical network model, our approach guarantees good connectivity
between sensor nodes and also cluster heads. Compared with similar existing schemes, our approach can provide sufficient
security no matter if the cluster head or normal sensor node is compromised.

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks; Key pre-distribution; Residual Design; Hierarchical network model.

1- Introduction
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a group of a majority
of sensor nodes with limited resources such as storage
capacity, energy, computational resources, and radio
transmission range. We focus on the mechanisms of
organizing secret keys between sensor nodes known as the
key management problems. Some researches focused on
the key management problem [1-6]. The key
pre-distribution scheme (KPS) is a practical way to handle
key management problems in wireless sensor networks
where a set of specified keys is-preloaded in the nodes
before deployment. There are three types of random,
deterministic, and hybrid for key pre-distribution schemes.
In random schemes, key-rings are randomly chosen from
* Corresponding Author

the main key-pool. In
deterministic key pre-distribution schemes, key-rings are
pre-loaded to sensor nodes based on a particular
arrangement. In hybrid schemes both the mentioned
methods are used. Combinatorial designs are one of the
most important approaches used to consider a deterministic
KPS. Based on combinatorial design, some approaches
were introduced, e.g., [7-13]. All of these proposed
schemes considered in a flat network. In such networks, all
of the available sensor nodes have the same specifications
such as battery life, memory capacity, and computational
power. However, flat networks are suitable in terms of
efficiency and simplicity for sensor applications. Effective
hierarchical key management is required to improve these
parameters. Some researchers provided “hierarchical
architecture” as their chosen architecture for wireless
sensor networks [14-17].
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Table 1: Residual Design for

Recent researches show that in the comparison between the
two main architectures, hierarchical architecture has better
scalability and performance in large-scale wireless sensor
network.
In a hierarchical WSN, each node is assigned a role of
either Cluster Head (CH) or Cluster Node (CN),
considering its capabilities. In each cluster, the node with
more capability and resource is considered as CH. The
CNs of each cluster collect data, communicate with their
neighboring nodes directly or via a multi-hop
communication path, and finally, send collected data to
their resource-rich CH. In this paper, we present a secure
architecture for sensor nodes by proposing a new
hierarchical key management method. In our approach, we
take advantage of combinatorial designs, and in particular
Residual
Design
[11],
for
deterministic
key
pre-distribution. The structure of Residual Design allows
each CN to share a common key with its CH, which makes
direct communication of each CH with its CNs.
We conduct both analytical and experimental evaluations,
considering different criteria: network scalability,
connectivity, and resilience against nodes attacks. Network
scalability is the maximum number of cooperating nodes
supported in a WSN. Network connectivity is the
probability of sharing at least a unique key between any two
neighboring nodes. Network resiliency is the ability to
resist of the network against the compromising of sensor
nodes. We show that our approach improves network
security and scalability, while provides a reasonable key
share probability between the sensor nodes. The structure of
this paper is organized as follows. We discuss the
background and related works in section 2. The model and
assumptions are presented in section 3. Our new approach
named RDH is proposed in section 4. Analytical analysis
and the simulation of different schemes are compared in
part 5. The experimental results are provided in section 6. In
the last Section, conclusion and future work directions are
outlined.

2- Background and related works

-SBIBD

2-1- Background
Definition 1. In a set system
, the set consists of
elemets and
is subsets of known as blocks. The
combinatorial design theory is the technique of arranging
members of
into words, arrays, or subsets based on
predefined rules. Balanced Incomplete Block Design
(BIBD) is one such design. In
-BIBD or
-BIBD, there are elements repeated times
in total blocks of length . Every two points exist in
exactly of b blocks. In BIBD, we have:
and
.
A BIBD is symmetric
-SBIBD when
and
consequently
[18].
Definition 2. Let
be a symmetric BIBD with
and
. For any , the blocks
are constructing a
-BIBD of the point set
. This
generalization is called Residual Design [11]. To construct
Residual Design or RD structure with the symmetric BIBD
, the point set of each class forms a
BIBD with parameters
Example 3. Consider
-SBIBD with the following
blocks:
,
,
,
,
,
,
. Then over
the point set
=
, the RD sets
,
,
,
,
are the blocks of a
.
The remaining blocks can be observed in table 1.
In Residual Design, each class
consists of the elements
.

2-2- Related works
For the sake of blindness in the topology of the hierarchical
network before the deployment, we have to store keys into
memories of sensor nodes via a pre-distribution scheme
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before deployment. Symmetric approaches are good for
wireless sensor networks due to their low resource
requirements such as resource and energy consumptions
[19].
In [6], Eschenauer and Gligor proposed the RKP approach
as the basic random key pre-distribution scheme. In this
scheme, a random key-ring of size is pre-loaded in each
sensor node. In [7], Chan et al. proposed an enhancement of
RKP for the network resiliency called q-composite. In this
algorithm, two adjacent sensor nodes can establish a
connection if there would be at least q common keys. In [8],
Camptepe and Yener introduced symmetric key
pre-distribution designs using parameters
-SBIBD. Their basic approach had full connectivity but
the resilience was not good enough.
Then they provided a hybrid design. In the hybrid design,
the complement of each block is generated and the
key-rings of extra nodes were provided from those blocks.
In the hybrid design, the resilience and also the scalability
was improved. Lee and Stinson [9] use the transversal
design (TD) for key pre-distribution. In the q-composite
scheme, if two nods have
keys in common, they can
communicate. In [14], Javanbakht et al. proposed a key
pre-distribution scheme for a clustered heterogeneous WSN
using transversal designs denoted by TDH. Zhang et al.[10]
proposed a secure efficient hierarchical key management
scheme (SEHKM) for wireless sensor networks. They
introduced an assistant node near the cluster head to
improve the resiliency and reduce the usage of the
resources. In [11], Modiri and Anzani proposed a robust
highly scalable key pre-distribution approach based on a
new combinatorial algebraic named Residual Design or
RD. In RD, good results in terms of connectivity and also
very high network scalability are achieved. Also, they
introduced a new modification of RD called RD* to
improve the resilience of their first scheme.
Anzani and Modiri in [12] proposed the merging hybrid
symmetric design to solve the connectivity problem of
hybrid symmetric design presented in [8]. They achieved
better connectivity results compared with similar related
schemes. In MGHS,
blocks of SBIBD were merged
instead of constructing a complimentary design in the main
scheme.
In [15], Cheng et al. proposed an improved key distribution
mechanism for hierarchical and large scale wireless
network models. This approach with low communication
overhead denoted as IKDM used a bivariate polynomial
key-generation mechanism to guarantee that each two
clusters can communicate via a unique pairwise key. In
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[16], Zhang et al. proposed a model in hierarchical
networks based on the probability of nodes capture. Depend
on nodes attack probabilities, the arrangement of
hierarchical nodes could be changed, so that the nodes with
smaller probability, tends to be located as cluster heads.
The key management scheme uses the mechanism of
Exclusion Basis Systems to update the key-rings among
clusters.
Albakri et al.[17] introduced a deterministic hierarchical
clustered key distribution scheme based on polynomials.
They find a pairwise key between any nodes in a cluster and
also between the sink node and each cluster heads. In this
scheme, to reduce the risk of security attacks, a novel
probabilistic feature is used.

3- Model and assumptions
3-1- Network model
Wireless sensor networks are classified as being either flat
or hierarchical configuration. In flat architecture, almost
entire nodes play the same role, whereas, in a hierarchical
sensor network, their roles are different.

Figure 1: Hierarchical wireless sensor network architecture in our network
model. We have
clusters each consists of a cluster head and
sensor nodes.

In several aspects such as energy constraints and high
network scalability, the hierarchical network model has
more operational benefits. In many applications of wireless
sensor networks, connectivity between all sensors is not
prerequisite and wireless sensors just transmit data to the
nodes with similar capabilities [20, 21]. In this work, we
concentrate on highly scalable wireless sensor networks in
hierarchical network architecture. In figure 1., our network
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model is illustrated. The architecture has three types of
wireless sensor nodes: Sink Node or Base Station ( ),
Cluster Head ( ), and Cluster Node ( ).
Sink node: Sink node or base station is a powerful device at
the top or in the center of the network. It has unlimited
resources such as memory storage, communication power,
computation, and a high range of radio transmission to
access entire nodes in the network.
Cluster head: Cluster heads have more powerful resources
and wider radio transmission range than a normal sensor
node. They can transmit data between their members and
the sink node.
Sensor node: Sensor nodes are cheaper and have lower

resources. They have limited battery power, data processing
capability, memory size, and also not wide radio
transmission range.
In our model, any sensor node can communicate with its
cluster head directly; also may communicate with its sibling
in the related cluster headset. In the deployment, the sensor
network is partitioned into several clusters known by their
cluster heads. The clustering process is performed by some
existing clustering algorithms [22, 23]. In this model, each
cluster is composed of a cluster head and a set of sensor
nodes. As shown in Fig. 1, the sensor nodes directly send
data to the related cluster head and also would communicate
with other sensor nodes inside the current partition.

Algorithm 1: RDH
Require:

{Total number of nodes}

1. Find the minimum prime power

that satisfies

.

2. Generate the base symmetric design with parameters
objects

={

,

,...,

}.

blocks

={

,

,...,

} of size

3. Generate

.

.

blocks for classes

and

blocks for

constructing internal members of Residual Design from the base symmetric design:
Blocks
Blocks
4. Assign

4-

=
=

where
where

blocks to cluster heads and

Our proposed approach

Considering the hierarchical network model and the
Residual Design(RD), we propose a secure scalable key
distribution approach for clustered hierarchical wireless
sensor networks based on Residual Design. We denote our
new approach as RDH. Clusters of the WSN are built based
on the RDH algorithm in the offline area. The clustering
procedure in our key pre-distribution approach is based on
the distribution of the required key-rings on cluster heads
and cluster nodes before deployment.
This process is performed in 2 phases: the key
pre-distribution phase and shared-key discovery phase. In
the key pre-distribution phase, we decide on choosing
secure key-rings from a key pool and pre-load them into
cluster heads and also all sensor nodes before they are
deployed. Given a wireless network size , we consider

.
.
to sensor nodes.

the minimum power
in which
to
construct a
-SBIBD. Based on this
SBIBD, we construct the Residual Design with
classes in which the block set
={
} of size
is assigned to each class. Each class has
blocks
= {
} inside, therefore all classes could
generate totally
blocks of size .
Then the blocks
are assigned to
cluster heads and
also the blocks
are assigned to
Cluster
nodes.
The construction algorithm of our proposed approach for
hierarchical wireless sensor networks is described in the
Algorithm 1.
After the key pre-distribution phase, the nodes are
randomly deployed in the environment and the
clusters are built. Clusters are built based on different
criteria such as location, mission type, and communication
range [24].
In the shared key-discovery phase, any two cluster heads or
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any sensor node and its cluster head must find at least a

Figure 2: Connectivity Comparison. The connectivity of our scheme (RDH) is compared with classic RD, q-composite, IKDM and hierarchical
TD (TDH)

common key in their radio transmission range by
exchanging the list of their key identifiers. There is no
eavesdropping in this concept but as will be explained in the
next sections, we try to increase the resiliency against
compromising nodes.

5- Analysis
In this section, a theoretical analysis of important metrics of
our proposed approach including scalability, connectivity,
and resilience will be presented. In our proposed approach,
the Residual Design (RD) is used as a key pre-distribution
scheme. After deployment, the properties of RD would help
us to calculate these metrics
5-1- Scalability
In our proposed approach we have considered
clusters of size
in such a way that they differ from
keys. Each cluster has
sensor nodes. Therefore the
maximum network size that can be supported is:
(1)

5-2- Connectivity
To compute the connectivity, at first we determine the key
share probability for each cluster.
According to the structure of the RD scheme, every sensor
node has common keys with its corresponding cluster head
node. Therefore, the probability that any sensor node and
it’s cluster head node have a common key is
Every sensor node in a cluster has common keys with
other nodes. Therefore the probability that any pair of
sensor nodes has at least a common key is

It shows that the more increase in parameter , the more in
the connectivity of the network. Therefore by increasing the
, the above limit goes to 1. In the RD scheme [11], the
probability of key share between two nodes is
(

where

)

(2)
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(

nodes and two communicating nodes must have a common
key in their key-rings. So the probability that a link is
secured with key is

)

(

)

(

and
(

)(

(

)

(
)

In the q-composite scheme [7], two nodes must share
at least common keys to be able to establish a secure
link. The connectivity probability of q-composite scheme is
calculated as:

)
)

The probability that the key
compromised nodes is:

appears in one or more of
(

)

(

)

Therefore, the probability that a link is compromised when
key-rings are captured by an attacker can be computed
as:

where
( )(

)(

)

( )

)

(

)

The probability of compromising a secure link is computed
by Camptepe and Yener in [8] for symmetric design as:

According to the analysis in [14], the connectivity between
two nodes in TDH scheme is:

(

)

(
∑

(

)

In [6], the authors proved that the resilience of
q-composite scheme is

where
is connectivity for each cluster,
is the
number of sensor nodes in cluster , and is the number of
clusters.
In [15], each pair of nodes has a unique pairwise key,
therefore the network has full connectivity in IKDM.

∑

In the RD scheme [11], the resilience of network against
node capture is

5-3- Security Analysis
Node capture attack is a serious threat in wireless sensor
networks. The resilience is the ability to resist of the
network against the compromising of sensor nodes. In our
proposed approach, according to the structure of cluster
heads and communication between them, after
compromising of any cluster head, nothing would happen
for the secure communication between other cluster heads
and sensor nodes. Compromising any cluster head leads to
deleting the connection between sensor nodes
corresponding to this cluster and base station.
To calculate the resilience, we consider the probability that
a link in a cluster is compromised when an attacker capture
nodes in a cluster. This probability can be defined as
∑

In our proposed approach, each key exists in

(
(

)
)

(

(
(

)
)

) (3)

The resistance of the network against the capture node in
IKDM[15] depends on degree the of bivariate symmetric
polynomials.

6- Experimental Results
In this section, we compare our work to the related works
based on scalability, connectivity, and network resilience.
For numerical results, we used the C# programming
language to provide a simulation tool. Then we produce our
comparing graphs with the R programming language.
Figure 2 shows that the connectivity estimated by our
proposed approach (RDH), q-composite scheme [7], RD
scheme [11], and proposed scheme in [14] (TDH) for
different key-ring size. It can be observed that our proposed
approach has better connectivity than the other related
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schemes.

Figure 3: Security behavior Comparison. The network resilience of our new approach (RDH) is compared with classic residual resign (RD) and q-composite
design. Simulation results are computed for the same key-ring size k = 24 in (a) and k = 42 in (b)
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It shows that by increasing the key-ring size our proposed
approach has full connectivity. Figure 3 compares the
resilience against node capture attack for key-ring sizes
and
. The figure shows that for an equal
key ring size, the resilience of our proposed approach is
better than the
scheme. It also has the same resilience
with the q-composite scheme for compromised nodes
numbers greater than 100.

7- Conclusion
In this paper, we provide a novel proper key distribution
approach for large-scale clustered hierarchical wireless
sensor networks based on Residual Design. We show that
the proposed architecture in wireless sensor networks is
more convenient for hierarchical scalable network forms.
The analysis and numerical results show that our
proposed RDH design has the best connectivity coverage
and also scalability rather than other similar schemes.
Also this approach provides good security against all
types of sensor nodes capture no matter if the cluster head
or sensor node is compromised.
Our future work would target to improve low resilience
against some other types of attacks. We will also focus on
the models based on the Internet of Things (IoT) in this
idea.
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